Millennium Enhancements

Acquisitions:

ACQ-4 Add the ability to rapid update funds
ACQ-7 Export funds data to Excel
ACQ-14 Provide ability to see that an order is canceled when receiving
ACQ-16: Add a “cancelled date” fixed field to order records
ACQ-19 Add a prompt to unsuppress the bib record when un-canceling or attaching a new order
ACQ-23 Add functionality to automatically suppress records when canceling an order
ACQ-24 Email staff when a hold is placed on an item awaiting processing

Cataloging:

CAT-9 Make all fields that can be updated with Rapid Update accessible for updating with Global Update.
CAT-11 Allow session statistics to be reported on a daily or weekly basis
CAT-12 Improve functionality of the character map
CAT-13 Make recent search more visible and effective
CAT-16 Enable creation and saving of pre-selected groups of Z39.50 databases
CAT-17 Allow hold cancellation notices to be sent when deleting records
CAT-18 Improve indexing of titles with initial articles
CAT-21 Allow barcode searching to open item record, regardless of the setting in Record View Properties

Circulation:

CIR-1 Return LIB USE ONLY status when checking in missing LIB USE ONLY item
CIR-2 Display numeric count at check-in
CIR-3 Provide undo option for accidental check-in/check-out
CIR-7 Automatically sort all checked out items in the checked out tab by due date as the default
CIR-11 Bring Ecommerce to the Fines tab
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CIR–13 Add ability to manage holds in the View Outstanding Holds mode

CIR–14 Allow scheduling of the High Demands Holds report

CIR–17 Add ability to open the patron record when viewing holds list

CIR–18 Create “First Available” hold option on multiple bib records

CIR–19 Add option in View Cancelled Holds to reinstate hold

CIR–20 Add the ability to prevent checked out items from being blocked from renewals if there are copies listed as available on the shelf

CIR–24 Allow patrons to opt out of receiving Courtesy Notices

CIR–30 Create and email welcome notice, possibility with a confirmation link

CIR–53 ‘After-the-Fact’ days closed entry. No fines after days closed unexpectedly.

CIR–57 Ability to select multiple logins when changing the message on the receipt printers, instead of having to each one individually.

Consortia

CON–5 Capability to schedule reports to run at specified times and be delivered via email to the user

CON–9 When placing multiple bib level holds have all available items paged at once

CON–10

Create Lists and Reports

REP–7 Allow users to define specific days and months when selecting the User Specified Date Option

REP–9 Circ Cross Tab: include all location codes, patron types, etc. even if circ is zero

REP–10 Include order record information in high demand holds report

Other Programs

OTH–4 Resolve security warning/certificate mismatch errors created by WAM in various browsers.

System Functionality

SYS–1 Allow printing from all Millennium screens

SYS–2 Alert system manage when changes to a table are made
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SYS–9 Unified management of system settings and options
SYS–10 Make passwords and authorizations management easier
SYS–15 Allow users to free records in use by searching for and selecting a record rather than requiring the record number

OPAC

WEB–1 Reset user PIN through the WebOPAC screens instead of sending the reset instructions by email
WEB–5 Option to display time, date and place of recently returned items
WEB–9 What others are reading functionality in OPAC
WEB–10 Expand MAT TYPE codes beyond the limit of 32 entries
WEB–12 Allow patrons to specify an account for their donation on the donation form
WEB–13 Make TIMEOUT option customizable by IP range
WEB–14 Provide and easy way to retrieve the record viewed prior to logging in to Millennium
WEB–20 Display fine amount accruing but not yet incurred, in addition to fines owed
WEB–21 Allow customization of the request denial messages patrons receive when their record is blocked
WEB–23 Create an HTML export option from My Lists
WEB–34 Make the WWWOptions searchable in the Millennium admin module